
A generation which ignores history has no past - and no future. -Robert A Heinlein

INTERMISSION #98
E-zine by Ahrvid Engholm, ahrvid@hotmail.com for EAPA, but due to I hope interesting 
history contents some outsiders will also get it. On Twitter, follow my newstweets from Nordic
sf/fantasy/horror/fandom on @SFJournalen (but I've had less time for my private account 
@ahrvid). Wash your hands before reading this, it's infected with typos! Early July 2020.

 EDIVIRIALLY
Welcome back to more newspaper clips history, connected to
scientifiction and this Strange Thing We Call Fandom! The Royal
Library in Stockholm, in an effort to compensate for being corona
closed, in April and May had its digital newspaper archive open
on-line. Hundred of thousands of Swedish newspapers, totalling
80+ million pages, could be searched through OCR - probably AI
improved since it seemed to work pretty well. 
  As you've seen in previous two issues there was a lot to find! I
spent hundreds of hours researching the archive and saved
about 1500 newspaper clips as files. So I'll just continue here to
present some of the golden nuggets I dug up (and I have more in
store for coming issues!). I'll make translations and/or summaries
in English - fast ones, may not be perfect - since I'm aware of
that though Poul Anderson made Swedish leading world
language in his Tau Zero, it was a slightly exaggerated skiffy
novel... But Swedish and Nordic readers of this may read the
articles directly in the illustrations, which I'll try to make readable
(but perhaps a bit blurry) if you just magnify the page.
  There'll be some stuff about Swedish sf and fandom, which has
developed quite parallel - but with some quirks - to the US and
UK-ones. Those were always a beacon for us savages in the
frozen North! But I'll also have something about science-fiction inspired technology, like space, 
electronic brains, robots, and such. To this, I'll probably have a little about this bloody virus, which 
presently does its best to prove how sane science fiction disaster stories really are.
  As you know this is my EAPAzine, but since I believe its historical contents is of wider interest I'll 
distribute also this issue a bit to outsiders - with the intention of also doing some PR and recruiting for
EAPA! It's the oldest electronic APA around, but needs new members to keep truckin'. So if you know 
your way around a keyboard, write something interesting in PDF form and join! Please! Snälla! 
  Comments are welcome! If you missed ishes 96 and 97, which had more sf history newspaper clips,
tell me and I crank out copies for you on my electronic mimeo.

--Ahrvid Engholm

You can phrase it in many ways, but history is fundamental for understanding our position in the 
world. And of course the history of sf and fandom is fandamental for understanding who we are as 
fans. I became interested in historical stuff almost from the beginning, as I already on my first sf con 
in 1976 stumbled on a stack of old fanzines on a giveaway table - I remember for instance it had a 

The Swedes have all the nukes and 
rule the world in this novel, probably 
the best sf yarn ever written!



bundle of Ron Bennett's Skyrack 1960s newsletter, and I fell in love with ATom's cartoons. Soon I 
read the fandom history volumes by Harry Warmer, SaMoskowitz and damon knight, and I could 
hardly believe it when I saw Don Wollheim of Futurian fame already on my second con in 1977. 
These things are important! Some today seem to only care about the latest to 98% artificially 
computer animated Star Wars movie or how to dress up like some silly superhero pyjamas Such 
freaking fringefans are on the wrong track! No, long live fanzines, fan history, Roscoe and...
  'Scuse me, getting carried away, like after a successfully wet room party when the occupants of the 
room don't want hotel staff to find fans under the table... (Where are room parties these days, BTW? 
Latest Worldcons I've been to have only had sterile bidding parties in function rooms. 770 anyone?)
  I'll begin history diving with a couple of things about myself. I got my first PC in late 1985, but had 
earlier studied computers a bit at Stockholm university, a rather worthless course where with 
unusable program languages like Simula and Asta nobody have heard of, and among textbooks one 
from 1969...I also had a tiny Sinclair ZX-81 plastic computer, but it all got better with the IBM PC 
clone. Within a couple of years I got myself a modem, doing a mindboggling 1200 bits per second, 
filling a screen in ca 15 seconds at 120 chr/s! With that I began exploring the world of BBSes, 

electronic bulletin boards hosted by computer enthusiasts. And I opened my 
own! I called if SF BBS, and I remember it as 1989 - but I now in a small notice 
see it was in 1988! I hadn't seen it until now, but it was in a notice in the 
Gothenburg-based Göteborgs-Tidningen, 8 October 1988:

Sf news: Ahrvid Engholm in Stockholm - a familiar name in sf circles - has launched 
an sf database, which can be reached by personal computers and a modem. He 
briefly presents the news himself in the latest issue of JVM.

I did the fandom news column in Jules Verne Magasinet (JVM) together with James Joyce translator 
Erik Andersson. I started the SF BBS by having it open evenings and nights on my ordinary phone 
line, but installed a dedicated line for it to be open 24/7. As I remember I let it run for 2-3 years and 
would have perhaps around 10 callers per day. And when I encountered Internet (I got an account 
early 1990 and sent my first Internet E-mail 6 March 1990) I made a deal with another guy to - with 
special software - for all users of SF BBS to be able to send and receive Internet E-mail and have a 
selection of the Usenet talk groups, using a DOS version of a Unix program called UUPC for the 
transport. It was probably one of the first private BBSes in the country "half-connected" this way to 
the Internet. Among things happening, I remember someone trying to hack the BBS by using a flaw in
the file downloading routine. The flaw was that you could address the routine directly outside the BBS
program control. I'm still a bit proud of how I hacked a solution: I changed name of the file protocol 
and patched the BBS program to use the new name. Bye-bye intruder!
  Finally the BBS unfortunately had a major hard drive crash, and I was too busy with other stuff to 
spend several nights installing a new drive, setting new software up, etc, so SF BBS fell to sleep. At 
this time I had become more interested in the bigger world of Internet, anyway.
  And here's another thing I hadn't seen before and of which I'm a bit proud. I have constructed the 
first perfect Swedish "pangram". That's phrase containing all letters of the alphabet, used as few 
times as possible. It can be useful to for instance show what all letters of a font look like. The most 
famous English pangram is The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog, but as you notice some 
letters are used more than once, so it isn't a perfect pangram. The most common Swedish pangrams 
hadn't been "perfect"  either, with each letter used only once.
  The "light page" of the morning paper Dagens Nyheter brought up the subject and asked readers to 
make their own pangram suggestions, so I sat down with a set of Scrabble. After pushing the bricks 
around I found this, each Swedish letter only once, 7 Feb 2000:

Yxskaftbud ge vår wzconmö iq-hjälp
(Translation: Axe shaft courier give our wc-zone maid iq-help)



It's more complex to make Swedish pangrams since our alphabet has three 
extra letters (å, ä, ö). A "wc-zone maid" is of course the gatekeeper of a public
pay toilet, here needing help to improve her intellectual level. And an axe 
shaft courier is of course someone making customer deliveries from a 
hardware store.
  What I somehow managed to miss was how this my Perfect Swedish 
Pangram was praised a few days later - by one Björn Afzelius. I wonder if that
isn't The Mr Afzelius (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Björn_Afzelius), a very  
popular singer-songwriter, well-known in all of Scandinavia (perhaps not 
outside) like a local Bob Dylan. Praise from him is really something! The date 
was 10 February 2000, and it was in the form of a letter from Afzelius. I'll 
translate most of it, beginning with the headline which was:

Axe shaft messengers beat English jackdaws
…

"The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog" is the most well-known English 
pangram with 35 letters. If you skip the first "The" you're down to 32. Just as short is 
"Pack my box with five dozen liquor jugs"... One letter shorter is "Jackdaws love my 
big sphinx of quartz" … The American biologist Jay Gould has promised an award to
anyone creating an English 26-letter pangram without abbreviations or names 
consisting of regular words. Ahrvid Engholm with his Axe Shaft messenger in 
Monday's DN should be worth such an award.

No, I never got an award, but I don't understand how I managed to miss  this 
praise just a few days later? Anyway, I now use the phrase Yxskaftbud ge vår
wzconmö iq-hjälp in the signature file to my E-mails, just to make people 
aware of it.
  I think playing around with words and puns is an important part of the 

fannish tradition! I have actually met the greatest fannish punsters of them all, Bob Tucker (briefly on 
the 1979 Worldcon in Brighton), Walt Willis (a longer meeting, on the 1987 Worldcon, Brighton again)
and Forry Ackerman (several times, the first being on the minicon Roscon in Stockholm in 1979, just 
before the Worldcon).
  But onward... The first time Jules Verne is mentioned in the Swedish Press, according to the Royal 
Library newspaper database, is 14 December 1863. A short note about his debut novel, then just 
translated to Swedish and¨published by Bonniers, a major publishing house:

...A balloon trip through Africa. Dr Fergusson's trip in a balloon
from Africa's east to west coast across the loand. A
compilation of the exploration journeys of the new time from
the inner parts of this continent. Translation from French with
illustrations. The work is translated from a book published in
Paris this year, titled "Cinq semaines en ballon. Voyages des
trois Anglais à travers l'Afrique, par Jules Verne". It is a tale in
dialogue and to a large part with humour of the most
remarkable parts of Africa, educational and entertaining.

Verne was at the time unknown - note how they think that his name is a part of the novel's title. But 
when he died four decades later he was of course world famous, a Stephen King of his time, or even 
more than that. He would become synonymous with "scientific romances", and such fantastic tales 
were over here often called "jules vernian", which lead to naming the 1940's pulp mag Jules Verne 
Magasinet. I found lots of praising obituaries in the Swedish press in March 1905 after his death 
March 24 that year, but also Verne anecdotes that may be more interesting. In Svenska Dagbladet 
March 30 1905, we learn what Verne thought of the prospects of these new sort of stories that he 
wrote, and about his work habits, in "Jules Verne Memories" (it's long, but I translate the relevant 
parts):

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bj%C3%B6rn_Afzelius


In 1854 the 26-year old Jules Verne was secretary at 
Theatre Lyrique...one day he surprised his colleagues by 
explaining:
"I think I'll soon bid you goodbye. I've had this original idea, 
that Emile de Girardin claims every man needs to achieve 
his fortune. I have written a novel in a brand new genre. If 
it's successful I'll earn colossal sums. And then I intend to 
write new novels, while you buy and sell stocks. I have a 
hunch that I'll make more money than you.
The others laughed at him.
A few weeks later Five Weeks in a Balloon was published 
as a serial in Hetzel's Magasin d'éducation et de récréation,
and not much later in book form. It was a huge success. 
Verne had found a goldmine and he mined it thoroughly 
with the help of his publisher. He never had problems 
finding ideas for his novels, always keeping an eye on the 
latest scientific discoveries and exploited them by stretching
them to their extreme consequences.
"Whatever I may invent, he used to say, I'll always be 
distanced by reality. There will be a time when the 
conquests of science will surpass anything that imagination 
can create. …
Verne's life in Amiens was regular to the extreme. An 
associate of Le Temps describes his day this way: He woke
up early and worked at his desk until ten. Then he went to 
the Industry Association where he read the newspapers. 
After returning and having breakfast he had a walk in the 
city surroundings or went to the local council, whose work 
he paid a lot of interest. At four pm he went to one of the 
cafes where a glass of milk always stood ready for him. He 
wrote all of his exciting and heroic novels in his quiet office 

at Boulevard Longueville. He sat in a soft armchair, in
wintertime by the fireplace, in summer by the open windows
with a view over a little pretty garden. An advert, a notice, a
short little telegram, could give him the idea to the most
adventurous stories. An advert from Cook's travel agency
created Phileas Fogg and Passepartout. When he had the
fable clear, he took out a lot of maps, scientific works and
other sources where the plot would play out.

A couple of years before his successful debut as a
novelist, Verne had visited Scandinavia, including
Stockholm, and we hear of "Jules Verne's Adventures in
Stockholm" in Stockholms-Tidningen March 30, 1905,
here in a summary with some quotes:

After "systematically" studying Stockholm he intended to take
a steamer to the North, but asking for his bill at the hotel he
couldn't find the cheque from a Parisian bank he would cash,
and was broke. Depressed he went around to banks and
bankers to warn them if someone tried to cash the stolen
cheque. The next day he went to one of the bankers to once
again inquire, the banker listened absent-mindedly to his
complaints while leafing through Verne's travel guide which
he had placed on the desk. While doing this, the cheque fell
out from the pages! Verne never visited Sweden again.
  "He probably had enough from the first trip. But he has in
work for about ten years ago made Sweden the place for a
number of adventures. The book, though one of his lesser



works, is L'epave de Cynthia (The Wreckage of Cynthia) and contains adventures partly from Norway's west 
coast, partly from Stockholm … it was full of baroque mistakes regarding descriptions and names … in 
Sweden they loved 'snorges' (smörgås /sandwich/) and the finest, most sophisticated part of Stockholm was 
named 'L'ile de Stockholmen'. The heroine was BTW named Kajsa and the book ended with apotheosising 
Nordenskiöld and Palander.

The last two are well-known Arctic explorers from Sweden. Verne liked people doing daring journeys. 
The "sophisticated" Stockholmen should refer to the medieval island now known as the Old Town.
  Verne was a pioneer in his field, and another but later pioneer was author Sture Lönnerstrand. He 
began writing a long series of sf short stories in the JVM competitor Levande Livet in 1940 under the 
headline "Between Fantasy and Reality" (later anthologised by Bertil Falk), founded one of the first sf 
clubs -  Futura - in 1950, won a big sf novel contest in 1954 (the prize of 15 000 crowns was around 
two year's worth of paycheques at the time!) and was also known as a "modernistic" poet publishing 
several collections. I met Sture a few times,
as he in the early 1980's made an attempt
to revive Futura. The attempt faded
eventually but was interesting. For a while
we eg did "Radio Futura" in the then just
legalised low-effect "community radio" and
Sture read short stories for it. But this
gentleman had a spotted past - well, in his
youth, and probably lead astray by his
fraudulent mother. We learn more in an
article in Dagens Nyheter 26 January 1942,
under a headline indicating Dear Mom had
a history of other firey activities, "Arson
Lady arrested again":

The lady in Jönköping recently interrogated for
faked burglaries has again been arrested by
the Jönköping Police as several later startling
affairs have surfaced. It's about forgery with
the purpose of raising the insurance value for
the estate she sold to a factory owner in
Linköping. The lady named Davida
Lönnerstrand is also guilty of some other
compromising deeds. The son Sture
Lönnerstrand, B A, and poet with his own
publishing house has also confessed to a theft,
so he too has been arrested.

More on Sture to the right, in section last 
"Stolen handbag Xmas gift to mother".
  Well, as Sture was about 22 at the time
and under bad parental influence we
should write it off as a juvenile sin. (It's
worse when guys in positions of trust
knicks dough from eg fannish funds.)

The reason the son was 
arrested is that he earlier 
was heard by Lund police on
theft of a handbag containing
cash and jewelry. He said he
had nothing with the bag to 
do and he didn't need to 
steal since his mother had 
an estate worth over 400 
000 crowns, and he has 
published poetry books 
earning 4000 crowns. At 
police investigation of Mrs 
Lönnerstrand's home the 
bag was found in a changed 
form. The son now 
confessed he stole it. He 
changed it and gave it as an 
Xmas gift to the mother. The 
jewelry had been given to a 
female friend. 

GGetting Away From It All (Gafia) inetting Away From It All (Gafia) in
Latin, according to Google Translate:Latin, according to Google Translate:

Accepta Ab EoAccepta Ab Eo



   There's a lot on Sture in the news archive. He was once witness in a slander case (the claimant lost
despite Sture), sued a quack who promised but failed to increase his hair growth, he published a fine 
article about sf and space flight ("Things to come", Svenska Dagbladet, 11 July) and about robots 
and our automated future ("We must outsmart the machines", Aftonbladet July 1, 1956 - both too big 
to reproduce here, for now), he wrote several articles about flying saucers (incl in the prestigeous 
Svenska Dagbladet Under Strecket column, "Meeting Space Beings" 3 September 1961), he wrote 
radio plays (like "Yogi Haridas" broadcast May 10 1960, "When the River Rise" broadcast February 

23 1962), he was interested in India and yoga, and did a few 
other things, including being in a cultural delegation to the US in 
the 1950s in his role as poet (I don't find that clip right now - later 
p'haps!). As said, the big thing was Sture winning that major sf 
manuscript contest! Here from the prize ceremony in Svenska 
Dagbladet, May 20 1954. We learn that the novel's original title 
was "Space Is Waiting for Us" - a much better title than "Space 
Dog"! Snippets from the article:

Futuristic Hobby gave award for Space Is Waiting for Us...The jury was
authors Per Kellberg and Gustav Sandgren (himself active in the genre
under the pseudonym Gabriel Linde) and editor Rune Melander. In 
their citation they say that the story has an exciting and logical plot, the 
style is exciting and full of life, the scientific reasonings are bold but not
too far out and the pace is skilfully fast. "Real science fiction" is the 
final judgement. … /He/ is just through testing to find out how comics 
affects children. He is doing a sociological investigation for the Institute 
of Sociological Research, an international organ seated in Mullsjö and 
lead by Martin S Allwood. Some comics are related to science fiction, 
so Lönnerstrand has been able to combine both his main interests, 
social research and science fiction. Lönnerstrand must have been the 
first, or one of them, to introduce the genre to Sweden. He began with 
short stories and serials in the early 1940s and used a number of 
pseudonyms, eg John S Mapleshore. He is chairman of Futura which 
started in 1950 and equals American f a n   c l u b s, and he gave 
name to and has written in the sf magazine Häpna. Generally he thinks
science fiction is a fascinating hobby, and perhaps more than a hobby -
an ideology. He regards sf as a sort of future preparedness, means to 
prepare for what comes, and he seriously thinks it can predict the 
future. Be bases this on illustrative examples. Atomic power was 
predicted in literature in the 1920s, the bazooka and the Atomic gun in 
the 1930s. In the first American sf magazine Amazing Stories, founded 
by electronics engineer Hugo Gernsback, the sf author George M 
Locard described something he called   m o n o r a i l  identical to the 
one-track railway the German Hinsken invented with money by Axel 
Wenner-Gren,named after him as Alweg. The Czech Karel Capek 
created the concept of robots, which then became a reality, and 
experts think that the war of the future will be fought by robots with 
hearing, sense of smell, infra sight and of course superhuman 
presence of mind and bravery. Science fiction is a term invented by 
Gernsback (he first tried with scientifiction) but sf authors are eager to 
stress the genre's noble heritage. Sture Lönnerstrand sees a line from 
Plato's dialogue about Atlantis to Ray Bradbury's The Martian 
Chronicles.  … Sf has in comparison with mysteries managed without 
to much trash. His demands of science fiction is that astronomical and 
biological data must be factual and the story itself must be based on 
scientific theories.

If you like sf you are cool,
            since you're a fan!      



  Robots, mechanical Babbage computers, early "electronic brains" and such belongs to science 
fiction, at least I think so and we have the field called steampunk. So let's check a few of the things I 
found. You have heard of Charles Babbage and his 19th Century mechanical computers, used in 
steampunk. His Analytical
Machine stayed on paper
and his Difference Engine
was only completed in a
small demonstration
model. But father (Georg)
and son (Edvard) Scheutz
of Sweden built several
working difference
engines! In in Aftonbladet,
February 10 1848, they
themselves write about
how they have finished
the job Babbage began.
It's a pretty long text, so
I'll just summarise what I
think is most important, in
"The Calculating Machine
Built in Sweden":

That they were building the
machine had been noticed
in the Swedish parliament
and newspapers, so they
want to report that it's now
finished. It won't be
demonstrated yet, but they
want to say something
about it. It will be useful for
navigation tables, fortress
building, artillery,
topography, astronomy,
mechanics, physics, etc
where numbers can be
calculated from given rules.
It was Babbage who first
thought of this (which they
first saw in an article in
Edinburgh Review) and it
was important that the
tables thus could be made
without typographical
errors, so the machine must
produce printable so called
stereotypes. It has very little
to do with existing
calculating machines, and
should be called a
tabulating machine. Since
the machine can reduce
accidents, save lives and
lots of property Babbage
got a grant from the British
parliament. He has worked
on it for more than 11 years,
intending it to work with 17

Pig Latin:Pig Latin:
Oinkus oinkumOinkus oinkum

oinkamoinkam



digits and differences up to the 7th level, but the demonstration machine built
only works with five digits and differences to the 2nd level, and there was no
printing mechanism. Despite that the project has costed 30 000 pounds the full
machine was not ready, so the parliament decided to stop the project. G Scheutz
got information about this 1836 and found the technical problems with the
construction. An alternative construction was invented and the son E Scheutz,
then a 16-year old student, volunteered to help building it on his spare time. The
calculating part was finished in 1842 and the printing part in 1843. That it works
is proved by an enclosed affidavit. They calculate the cost of the machine to 100
riksdaler /old money unit/ per starting digit and the cost compared to the English
machine would be 13 600 riksdaler or 3.5% of the cost for Babbage's machine.
Their first little machine with 5 digits and 5 differences represents a cost of 2000
riksdaler. The machine they've now built will not be for sale. They here seem to
hint they'd like investors for building a bigger machine, because it would be a pity
and unpatriotic if they had to go abroad. There are several notes: - A short
excerpt from Edinburgh Review.  -  Discussion about the importance of
navigation tables. - An affidavit by a member of the Royal Academy of Sciences,
an astronomy professor and a military about that the machine works. The
calculating part now works with five digits but can easily be extended to any
number of digits. There's a printing part pressing digits into lead, and a
"numerator" that makes sure all results are numbered in the right order.

What happened then was that the Scheutzes
received a grant from the Swedish parliament and finished not only one but 
two bigger difference engines (with 15 digit capacity, if I remember). The 
mentioned prototype, more advanced than Babbage's ditto, is now in the 
Technical Museum in Stockholm. Of the later bigger machines, one was 
shown on an exhibition in Paris, where Charles Babbage saw it and gave it 
praise (the Scheutzes never hid who had the original idea of this machine) 
and the other one was sold to a US observatory. What happened there was 
that though the machine worked, the astronomers found they didn't have as 
much use for it as they originally thought...
  As we now could get our numbers right, how about the letters? Robot Author
to the rescue, which Dagens Nyheter wrote about March 6 1931: 

Robot Author
What will happen with all correspondence institutes in the USA that promise to teach 
people to write short stories. A Mr Wycliffe A Hill has constructed a robot which in its 
literary combinations surpasses the wildest imagination. The inventor divides every 
short story in eight
elements, but its not a
chemical element and
has countless variations.
By pressing different

buttons you can get eg the way parents view
youngster's friends, seduction, forgiveness. The
end is always happy. You must say Mr Hill
consider his customers, but optimism is also an
elementary feature in all mechanical people.

  Since we got the name of the inventor, it was
easy to google for more. This "robot" called
The Plot Genie is a mechanical device to
create a random but workable plot by tying plot elements together, and it seems it became rather 
successful. Wycliffe wrote books about it, Hollywood showed interest in it, Colliers Magazine 
published stories constructed by it, and it seems his main Plot Genie book is in print still today. Read 

This book deals with Babbage, the
difference machine and especially 
the Scheutz construction. Written 
by Michael Lindgren.



more about it here: https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2009/07/the-man-who-invented-the-
hollywood-schlock-  machine.html
  When it comes to machines juggling with words and letters we have the famous achievements of 
Alan Turing and colleagues of Bletchley Park, cracking the Nazi ciphers. But the Swedish intelligence
service did a similar thing, but according to experts one step even more difficult! After the Nazi 
occupation of Norway the Germans rented telegraph lines through Sweden and used the 
Geheimschreiber ("Secret Writer") encryption machine on it. The Swedes of course tapped the lines, 
though the messages were gibberish. Maths professor Arne Beurling requested one day of  German 
cipher transripts, locked himself into a room with pen and paper - and emerged 14 days later having 
cracked it!  And the G-Schreiber is considered a much more complex machine than the Enigma 
which Bletchley Park cracked. The Ericsson company built functional copies of the G-Schreiber so 
the Swedes could read the German traffic from 1940 up to 1943, when sloppiness at the military HQ 
made the Germans suspect the cipher had been compromised. But it didn't matter, by 1943 the 
Swedish defence forces had been substantially beefed up, so the threat of a Nazi invasion was 
diminished. We read in Aftonbladet November 1 1964, "It was he who cracked the cipher":

Professor Arne Beurling managed to crack the German 
military cipher in 14 days. He was 35 at the time and is 
since over 10 years back at the famous Institute for 
Advanced Studies in Princeton, USA, and he cracked the 
cipher through messages to and from Norway. Through the
work by Beurling Swedish authorities could follow the 
orders from Berlin to the Germans in Norway. The 
revelation that the Swedes cracked the German ciphers is 
made in Erik Boheman's /Swedish WWII diplomat/ second 
memoir part published tomorrow. Professor Beurling was 
called upon from Uppsala to work at the cipher service in 
Stockholm already in September 1939. He stayed there for
14 months, but later worked with it half-time. Professor 
Beurling now 59 years is among our internationally most 
known mathematicians. He was only 32 years when he 
became professor in Uppsala at record pace.

There's a documentary about this on Youtube 
(Swedish, but with English subtitles) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P6Cgiz84Oys  and
there's a book about it translated
to English, Codebreakers: Arne
Beurling and the Swedish Crypto
Program During World War II . 
Bletchely would also crack the G-
Schreiber, but much later and with

much more machines and resources. Professor Beurling inherited Albert
Einstein's office when he came to Princeton.
  Bletchley Park of course built the Colossus, a 2000 valves electronic computer
which many maintain was the first real computer in the world, but kept secret up
to the 1970s. The worlds' first computer was before that considered  to be the
American ENIAC, finished in 1945 but first presented to the public in 1946.
Norrskensflamman wrote about it November 2 1946, "10 days math problem solved by electronic 
brain in a second, Memory machine - other baffling news in electronics science":

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P6Cgiz84Oys
https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2009/07/the-man-who-invented-the-hollywood-schlock-machine.html
https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2009/07/the-man-who-invented-the-hollywood-schlock-machine.html
https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2009/07/the-man-who-invented-the-hollywood-schlock-machine.html


Mankind faces a revolutionary development due to the 
latest advances in science, Lord Louis Mountbatten said in 
a speech to the Institution for British Radio Engineers, 
where he presented the 'electronic brain" and "memory 
machine" - to devices that are a giant addition to human 
senses and not only means changes in industry but also in 
spirit. The electronic brain has functions this far performed 
by half-automatic parts of the human brain. That's done 
with radio valves affecting each other similar to brain cells. 
Such a apparatus, named Electronic Numeral Integrator 
and Computor, has 18 000 radio valves and consumes as 
much electricity as 100 heating elements. It receives 
impulses in different ways and sorts them according to 
instructions given by humans. Orders can also be given at 
a distance. The electronic brain can solve complicated 
maths problems in a fraction of the time a mathematician 
would need. Special calculations of ballistics now taking 10 
days can be done in four seconds. Complicated 
calculations taking scientists years can now be done in 
hours.  … The Memory machine, said Lord Louis 
Mountbatten, will be the reference library of the future, 
containing fantastic amounts of data which would take up 

millions of books. Thanks for an electronic system of registering and referencing you can have any 
information you want with a few press on buttons.

They where talking about Google last, three quarters of a century ago! Electronic brains was a 
common term for computers in the beginning and in Sweden they were also called mathematics 
machines ("matematikmaskiner") and later data machines ("datamaskiner"). Finally, in the 1960's, the
term dator (fusing "data" and "motor") came into being, which is the term used in Swedish now. The 
perhaps first to popularise "dator" was Nobel laureate in physics Hannes Alfven (
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hannes_Alfvén ) in his 1966 sf satire The Great Computer: A Vision.
  But sf authors were slow to catch on about computers. They thought about them as huge, 
centralised systems. Few envisioned personal computers until they had practically landed on the 
tablealready, and the same goes for cellphones. The "communicator" in Star Trek isn't a cellphone, 
but a glorified walkie talkie! An exception was Murray Leinster with his farsighted vision of smaller, 
distributed computers, a communication net and multimedia in his 1946 story "A Logic Named Joe" (
http://ggtguaai.duckdns.org/softwareko/a-logic-named-joe-pdf87.php ). I noted the predictive failures 
of sf in Svenska Dagbladet, "The sf authors didn't predict Internet or the PC", January 4 1997:

http://ggtguaai.duckdns.org/softwareko/a-logic-named-joe-pdf87.php
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hannes_Alfv%C3%A9n


  This column section called "Under strecket" ("Below the line") is the probably best mini-essay 
column in Swedish press! It's too long to properly summarise, but I went through: Jules Verne and his
Paris in the 20th Century, Clive Cartmill's "Deadline", Heinlein, Asimov and his robot laws, Bester, 
Budrys, Leinster, mobile phone-like devices à la Dick Tracy, TV suggestions like in Gerbsback's 
Ralph 124C41+, Babbage, the Swedish 19th Century writer Claes Lundin, local writer Annika Lidne, 

Campbell, DF Jones, Samuel Butler, Hannes Alfven, Kurt Vonnegut, AC 
Clarke's HAL and inventing the satellite, Harry Martinson, films "Dark Star" 
and "Metropolis", Star Trek, Mary Shelley, Karel Capek, Edmond Hamilton 
and Captain Future whose Brain-in-a-box was picked up by local writer PC 
Jersild, Eando Binder's Adam Link robot, Lester Del Rey, George O Smith's 
venusian communication satellites, EE Hale's brick moon, Aldous Huxley, 
Philip K Dick, 1930's sort-of-VR by Laurence Manning and Fletchler Pratt, 
similar idea by local author Bertil Mårtensson, William Gibson, Plato, Daniel 
Galouye (his Counterfeit World was filmed by Werner Fassbinder!), Charles 
Eric Maine, John Sladek, Greg Bear...
  You see how I managed to squeeze in a lot, and you probably already know 
much of what the names mentioned have written about computers, 
communication, electronics, robots, virtual reality, and similar things - or you 
can easily look it up. My main point was that the sf witers were far from being 
the Ones To Foresee For One, though Gernsback may protest as he thought 
writers should be able to patent any wild and crazy idea... I've done more 
"Under strecket" - but perhaps later!
   Onward! You've heard of Elon Musk and his rockets, right! Well, he wasn't 
first. At the same time as Wernher von Braun and his German Verein für 
Raumschiffahrt were playing around aiming for /L/o/n/d/o/n
the Moon, an American followed in Goddard's exhaust trail
and intended to launch a rocket 100 km up into space, pretty
advanced for its time! We we read in Dagens Nyheter
January 19 1931, "Space rocket 100 km high from Italy.
American physicist with rocket record. Registration
instruments fall with parachute":

The American physicist Dr Darwin A Lyon will this month launch a
space rocket from Monte Redforta in Italy, is presently in Vienna
and has about his venture said eg that he already has
constructed 8 space rockets of which only one has been



launched; it came down again and Dr Lyon holds the height record for such rockets. Next rocket...measures 
temperatur, density and composition in higher layers. He hopes to reach an altitude of at least 100 km. The 
rocket is 3 metres tall and weighs 56 kg. The body consists od steel, aluminium and beryllium. Registering 
devices are in the tip, and will when the rocket reached the highest open and make a big parachute to 
develop. … The cost has been 3000 USD of which an american research institute contributed 2000. If the 
attempt is successful  Dr Lyon can expect 20 000 USD from an American backer.

This is also the first time the term "space rocket" is mentioned in Swedish press. So how did it go? In 
https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/abs/10.2514/8.4016?journalCode=jars we learn his rocket exploded at launch.
It was an advanced two-stage construction and one of its fuels was "similar to TNT"! The accident 
injured Dr Lyon and several assistants, but they survived. A second attempt was to be made but 
there's no report on it. Dr Lyon did however have several earlier successful launches - one with a 

mouse and a canary, proving animals can survive 5G - but not reaching even near
100 km. I hadn't heard of Dr Lyon but he was known at the time. There's an article
in the New York Times on the 1931 launch. He died in 1937 from illness. But there
is more on 1930s rockets, from Germany, Söderhamns Tidning April 25 1931.

  A German engineer will travel in a new sort of rocket. Engineer Tining in Osnabruck  a 
few days ago did successful tests with a new rocket constructed by him, which after it 
had risen to 2000 metres developed wings or parachutes that lowered the device backto 
Earth. Experts present expressed their delights about the tests. In the near future Tining 
intends to himself follow into the sky with a bigger rocket of the same design. Its wings 
will have a span of 12 metres and Tining, who is very sure of himself, is certain he will 
return to the ground unhurt. It will be the first attempt ever with a manned space rocket.

Googling for info we see the paper got the name wrong. Reinhold Tiling never launched himself in a 
rocket, and was killed in 1933 during fuel experiments: http://weebau.com/history/tiling.htm
  Fast forwarding to the beginning of the Space Race...

http://weebau.com/history/tiling.htm
https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/abs/10.2514/8.4016?journalCode=jars


There's a myth that the US was totally surprised when the Russians launched the first Sputnik in 
1957. But if so they didn't read the papers. When the Americans announced they intended to launch 
a satellite during the international geophysical year of 1957, the Russians announced they would too.
There are several articles about the Soviet plans. The above is from Expressen July 30 1955. It says:

Race between east and west about the first "artificial moon". (And caption to the picture:)
  A preview of what's to come. The picture shows the rocket launch resulting in the now unofficial world record 
in height for rockets. The main part of the vehicle is an old German V2 rocket, which reached ca 100 km. On 
top of it is a little thin rocket that continued on its own and reached 400 km.
  Moscow: We are also building a space rocket!
  (Left story:) You can see the satellite yourself - passes once per day. The first space rocket starts in two or 
three years. The announcement is official. It was given by Eisenhower's press spokesman at a press 
conference yesterday. The rocket will be unmanned. It will be a "service elevator" to transport a number of 
instruments into space.
  (Right story:) Silence in Russia about the American project, The Soviet Union also intends to try to launch an 
artificial planet similar to the US one,authoritative sources in Moscow said on Saturday.

I crop the full article texts because they only say what a satellite or orbit is, how itt can be seen from 
Earth and so on. But I added a collection of comments from the US press (inserted in pic above):

The American press applauds in joy.
In the whole western world space vehicles move from the 
comics page to the first page on Saturdaty. Naturally the 
enthusiasm was the biggest in USA, that launched and now 
shall make Jules Verne's old idea real.
  "We are building a moon," the Journal American exclaimed 
cheerfully.
  "Around the Earth in 90 minutes," it was said in black full-
page headlines in The Daily News.
  "USA will let a little moon circle around the Earth," The New 
York Herald Tribute wrote. In an editorial it continued:
  "The black silence laying beyond Earth shall be explored. 
The men having the knowledge necessary to solve these 
mysteries will not be stopped."

I'd guess, that the Americans more felt hurt than 
surprised when the Russians beat them to the first 
satellite. But anyway: Rockets rock! Space is the place!
  Moving on...
  The first sf club meeting in history was, as far as known,
the founding of The Scienceers December 11 1929 in 
New York. In a similar way, the first such meeting in 
Sweden must be the founding of Atomic Noah September
15 1945 (which I have written about earlier), but in 
Aftonbladet December 5 1933 we find the first sf themed 
meeting in Sweden. We read about a "Costume Party" 
set on an imaginary Mars, arranged at Strand (a hotel, 
Google claims):

Costume party... (Pic: Martian flowers to the artist party.)
At the Art Academy on Sergel Street they are right now at work
in full speed. The old place, in earlier years at this time being 
prepared for a party, is now filled with decorations that will be 
nailed up in Strand; it's there the autumn party will take place 
this year. Requested dress is a costume.
  "We can't be here any more," a young artist says who is busy
fixing the face of a Martian professor with an oversized brain. 
"The they thought we littered too much."
  Well, you could say that. Not many centimers here aren't 



filled with paint. And now its even more colourful due to the pretty and smudgy canvases lying everywhere to 
dry. Very strange things are to decorate Strand.
  "Yes, and quite silly," the young artist says with pride. "Simply crazy. We call our party "On Mars Strand". 
That's a pun. People think it will be beach life on Saturday. /AE: Marstrand is a famous holiday spot./ But it will 
be Martian life instead - on Strand, Our paintings show Martians. It will be something frightening. And we will 
play Mar(ch)s music. The Marseillaise for instance. Ha ha!!"
  They work on. On an animal that looks like a flower with an eye on the stem and protruding arms. A real 
misch-Mars! 

  The Saturday when the art students had their Mars costume party would be December 6. It's 

interesting that life on Mars was a topic at the time. Percival Lowell and HG Wells had a lot to answer

for! Not that one should call art students sf fans but they have always been known to be a bit weird. 

Someone should check the archives of the Art Academy for info on this interesting mars-querade!

  Now a real treat for movie connoisseurs! A

legendary film in Swedish science fiction is

"Rymdinvaison i Lappland" ("Space Invasion of

Lapland" but for an international release titled

"Terror in the Midnight Sun"), a 1959 Swedish-

American co-production, in the same genre as eg

"Plan Nine from Outer Space". Poor old Earth is

invaded again. It's not as utterly bad as "Plan 9",

but not much better either... It's available on

Youtube, and you have to see it!

  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=onzxlF3EByI

(English dialogue.)  

  The plot is about a scientist and his beautiful

granddaughter heading to Swedish Lapland, to investigate a meteor which has crashed there. But of 

course it's a spaceship, with furry ETs looking a bit like Chewbacca (did George Lucas ever see this 

film?) terrorising the locals, the Laps (reindeerherders also called Samis) who later chase them away 

with torches, resembling scenes in the 

1931 "Frankenstein". The plot is 

sometimes paused, to show long scenes

with happy people skiing romantically in 

the pristine mountain snow glowing in 

the midnight sun (which isn't midnighting 

during the skiing season), singer Brita 

Borg entertaining in an international 

class night club (in the mining town 

Kiruna?) or the beautiful granddaughter 

showing world class figure skating. All 

probably added to the script and paid for 

by the Swedish Tourist board. You can 

read more about the movie here:

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Space_Invasion_of_Lapland

  http://www.svenskfilmdatabas.se/en/item/?type=film&itemid=4591

This English language poster claims: "Horror! Sex! The 
only picture made in surroundings no human dares visit 
alone!" Wow!

How to cure GAFIA:How to cure GAFIA:
Is there a way we can doIs there a way we can do
something like that, bysomething like that, by

injection with corfluinjection with corflu
inside? It knocks it out in ainside? It knocks it out in a

minute...minute...

http://www.svenskfilmdatabas.se/en/item/?type=film&itemid=4591
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Space_Invasion_of_Lapland
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=onzxlF3EByI


  Anyway, I found a lot of extra information about this cult classic, like this report in

Dagens Nyheter April 8 1958, as the shooting was about to start: Towards the 

midnight sun

(pic: Barbara Wilson will play a skiing girl in Olympic class)
  The Easter Monday a group of Swedish and American film makers met on Strand who 
in a couple of days will experience flying meteorites in Lapland, in the first science fiction 
film to be shot in Sweden. We may not be ready for sf in Europe yet, but the Americans 
are, as Gustaf Unger has concluded as newly baked film producer. From USA he has 
brought over director Virgil Vogel who has worked for Universal for 20 years but now is 
his own man, and also a slim, easy going Canadian. Barbara Wilson 22 years, with eight 
Hollywood films in her CV, one lead part, and actor Robert Burton. In "Terror in the 
Midnight Sun" she'll play an Olympic ski champion who loves excitement and adventure 
and is named Dianne. Robert Burton plays her granddaughter, a prominent American 
geophysicist who takes part in an expedition to Lapland. Sven Gester plays an 
internationally well-known geologist.  Åke Grönberg, internationally well known after the 
latest Legion of Honour from the French Film Academy for "Sawdust and Tinsel", will 
also play a scientist. The first time he plays with
meteorites, he says. A good idea by the other
producer Fortunafilm … to lure Grönberg to Abisko.
Last he was on Sicily. For Barbara Wilson the
midnight sun film is the third sf film. She almost
becomes worried to get trapped in the unreal, but is
glad to experience Lapland and skiing - something
she knows how to do, though not in Olympic class.
Lapland and the midnight sun is maiden territory for
us in USA, Virgil Vogel says and he wants to
discover it for the Americans in this way. In Sweden
he has found his superior in special effects. Odert
von Schultz wasn't there at Strand but at home
working with spacecrafts. The human pilot in the film
will be played by Bengt Blomgren, the man who
brings the company to Lapland in the manner of SAS
commercials of flights to the midnight sun. Hilding
Bladh, no stranger to the air, will be photographer. If
there are troubles in Abisko it will be solved by the
Swedish director's assistant. Bengt Järrel. Brita Borg
will provide a nice interlude, and Monday evening
recorded the films lead motive with Flickery Flies and
her orchestra conducting husband Allan Johansson.
Brita Borg sings about the midnight sun to the
melody of "Alas, Värmland You Beautiful", made into
a blues. This is how the Americans in September will
hear the tunes of our homeland... 

The text to the song is in English at the end of

the article (left). It seems the Lapland adventure

did little to get the career of miss Wilson going,

but we'll come back to her. Grönberg and Borg in

the film was a good idea - both were world

famous all over Sweden! 

  There's more (right).. Aftonbladet writes April 22

in "Avalanches slide,  monsters burn, Laps fight

in Unger's terror film":

The high mountain hotels and slopes in Björkliden
and Abisko have after Easter been invaded by film
makers, local and Hollywood actors. The American

This picture from mountain filming in 
Abisko implies more sunshine than 
terror. It's the American starlet 
Barbara Wilson sunbathing together 
with a pair of skis and neat producer 
Gustaf Unger from Hollywood."



starlet Barbara Wilson have already practised slalom and downhill race
for a week and during Friday her handsome compatriot Robert Burton
joined the company around Gustaf Unger, one of the producers behind
the science-fiction film "Horror in the midnight sun". Åke Grönberg is the
only one missing of the main characters - he will like Mr Burton play a
scientist, since the geophysical year plays a some part in the film. Miss
Barbara has become smitten bý the mountains. It's probably not just out
of courtesy when she says "Lapland is very nice"... The company has
been in Abisko just over a week. It also includes the Gothenburg
journalist Lars Åhrén, one of the people in new Fotunafilm, co-producer
to Gustaf Unger. Åhrén also plays the film's incredible monster. They
have shot slalom scenes from a helicopter, during which the Gällivare
girl Karin Garbom showed her skills as a stand in for Barbara Wilson.
Saucer at Lapporten. The weather has been bad, but director Virgil
Vogel have been able to get the work done. People and equipment has
been transporter with Lapplandsflyg's shining yellow helicopter, a snow
tractor and a striking red snow weasel. Beside a giant snow pack by Mnt
Nuolja a small mountain cabin has been set up for the production. It is to
be destroyed by an avalanche, which will be set off by an explosion
unless spring will do the same first. The film's plot is imaginative: a"flying
saucer" has landed at Lapporten ploughing a km long snow track - the
monster, "The Snow Man", which has survived a space journey from an
alien planet is subject to attacks from the Laps - they set fire to the
monster, which like a flaming torch falls from a mountain cliff.

The above claimed conclusion of the film seems wrong. I think the
monster is forced back to the spaceship and just leaves, a "special
effect" created by just running the crash landing backwards... Here
Ms Wilson becomes American. IMDB says she was born in the
US, but maybe she moved to Canada later? Anyway, she made a
few films up to 1964 and then disappeared. 
  There's even more about this movie. Dagens Nyheter writes May
17 (below) in "Science fiction in outdoors centre. "Crater" ate
monster on Gärdet" (caption to pic 1: Director Virgil Vogel in front
of the fireplace at 'Lida mountain hotel', surrounded by standing
from left Irene Törnkvist, Gun Westergren, Siv Carlsson and Brita
Nilsson. Kneeling from left Haldis Brandtzaeg and Lilian Lindqvist -
maids restring after the dance):

The timber walls of the big sports cottage of Lida outdoors centre in
Tullinge all of Friday - from 4.30 am - a mountain restaurant. The
cameras buzzed, commands were shouted, dance went on, and heat
from the movie lights in the end almost dissolved the brown make-up of
stars and extras. It was the next to last scenes being shot of the
Swedish-American science fiction film "Terror in the Midnight Sun",
estimated to be finished next week. Lida will be high mountain hotel also
through Saturday. Before the celluloid is ready to be shipped over the
Atlantic to be shown in Hollywood there remains some thrilling scenes to
be shot in Stockholm in the end of June. They will be done in the
Sandrew studios,which of course will be converted to something. A
crater has been built in its yard - near a mountain, that is - where the
spacecraft lands. It has been a big and complicated construction, but
now the mountain world on Gärdet is ready to receive the six meter tall
snow man, or "monster" as he is called in the film. If everything goes
well we will see the results in Sweden in the autumn under a title yet
unknown. Fathering the idea is the half of the Unger twins with the first
name Gustaf. He is also producer and, and Fortuna … has a role. Lots
of people participates, about 50 Laps, dance couples and others, and

<--

Pic 2: The love 
couple takes break 
from cameras, 
lights and terror in 
the midnight sun.



they've had plenty of reindeers.
  "There are only two types of films that go well now," Gustaf Unger explains: "very expensive or more 
economical that can offer new settings and new ideas. Lappland is unused, even in Sweden. And scieence 
fiction has a secure market in America, so we hope for the best. We have had it exciting and nice the 45 days 
we this far have stridden through snow in Abisko and Björkliden."
  The "love couple" whirls past, the "famous Swedish geologist" Sten Gester and the striking American Barbara
Wilson, which mainly plays herself. And that takes a lot. A charming representative for the young Hollywood, 
who despite about 30 Miss titles and 40 TV shows seems to have kept her softness and humility.
  "Yes, that's strange," Sten Gester says. "I came to USA twelve years ago but didn't get anywhere. But after 
apprentice years there" which has resulted in the actor speaking perfect American "it has given results in 
Sweden, in a film mainly aimed for America!"
  Åke Grönberg at this moment sits outside on a rock and demonstrates a chromosome horse from Delecarlia 
for Robert Burton, playing a doctor in the film. He is as many know one of America's finest actors with many 
major films to his credit, the latest being "The Young Actors". Soon he will be - he says - in another which will 
have the title "Too much too soon... We have been in an air crash up in Lapland, the sympathetic Burton 
remind us, it was a helicopter that broke. At another time we had to wait since the plane had to "pick up broken
bones among the tourists".
  "Yes, and yet another time," Åke Grönberg remembers, "we built a whole Lap village, ie in one third scale. 
Next morning everything had been blown away. The whole thing had to be re-made in Stockholm and rebuilt 
again."
  Other playing the most important parts are Ittla Frodi, who has been called in instead of Ulla Sandklef, and 
Brita Borg who now thus will be launched in America. She sings the lead motive of the film, and we think it will 
be a major hit, the director Virgil Vogel says.
  "Do you remember when we stood and froze on the ice of Torne Träsk?" Bengt Blomgren asks, 'air colonel'. 
"We were to be picked up by a Canadian Norseman. Oh, what a wind. Then the plane finally arrived. But four 
reindeers and a Lap dog had to be flown first! So there the whole company stood, with long and cold noses -  
Barbara Wilson, Robert Burton, the director and all performers. And we watched as the reindeers and the dog 
with great joy entered the plane."
  So what does little Barbara say? She rides a lot, is 22 years, likes big steaks and ice cream and likes to 
dress sexy in red and white. For today's dance on the "mountain hotel" she is dressed in green, and her dark 
almond eyes are beautiful against that colour, boys. She also reveals how the film ends happily: The monster 
is rendered harmless by the Laps, the spacecraft starts again - nobody knows where. And the couple (Sten 
Gester and the lady herself) of course get each other. She has learned tre Swedish expressions: "Tack så 
micke!", "Varsamt!" and "Spelevink", thinking of Åke Grönberg. She admires "the Lap gate" a lot. And it is 
affirmed that the "Lapp port" didn't become less of an attraction with Barbara Wilson in it.

The phrases mean "Thanks a lot", "Careful!" and "Rascal", the "Lap gate" ("...porten") is a mountain 
formation. So, how did the film do, released next year in 1959? Not great, it seems. Wikipedia says:

Space Invasion of Lapland was heavily re-edited by American producerJerry Warren and had newly filmed 
American sequences added. The film had its U.S. release in 1962 under the title Invasion of the Animal 
People as a double feature with Warren's Terror of the Bloodhunters. … the 73 minute Swedish cut of the film 
was shortened by distributor Jerry Warren to 55 minutes. Warren gave the film an entirely new beginning, 
adding an on-screen narrator (John Carradine), who opens and closes the film, bookending its revised 
storyline. New footage, set in the United States, was also shot with star Barbara Wilson for her "Diane Wilson" 
character that involved an earlier, traumatic UFO incident that was not in the original Swedish version. Another
new scene, set in Sweden, has Wilson’s character receiving a lengthy phone call. Additional scenes were also 
added of two ham radio operators in a wilderness Lap cabin trying to communicate by shortwave radio with 
the outside world. Both characters never turn up again in the story. After other Swedish plot details were re-
edited or cut entirely from the original (including a nude shower scene featuring Barbara Wilson)...When 
Invasion of the Animal People went into U.S. television syndication, some extra footage was added, increasing
the film's running time to 80 minutes (Warren's theatrical release cut was apparently too short for television 
syndication). The extra footage involved a group of doctors sitting in an office discussing the Diane Wilson 
character's various psychiatric problems.

Basically the distribution and the different versions became a mess, at least in the US. The original 
Swedish cut is said to have been shown in Europe (or at least the UK) as "Terror in the Midnight Sun"
and in Sweden it has long been said it was shown for just a few days the city of Norrköping, opening 
August 19 1959 , and was then forgotten. Excerpts of reviews from 
http://www.svenskfilmdatabas.se/en/item/?type=film&itemid=4591 (and I translate):

http://www.svenskfilmdatabas.se/en/item/?type=film&itemid=4591


 If it wasn't for beautiful footage with enticing skiing in the mountains around Riksgränsen and Abisko - it 
should be good tourist PR - it's a rather unnecessary film." (Norrköpings Tidningar)
  "Sometimes it seems they feel forced to treat this subject /of spaceflight and aliens/ on celluoid even if the 
story is thin...most of the time the space fantasies becomes flat...it never becomes more than shallow scenery 
painting. (Östergötlands Folkblad.)

However, it didn't open in Norrköping, but also June 3 in no less than four theatres in the north - at 
least two of them in the province of Lapland itself. That day Norrskensflamman wrote: 

World premier in the province
The Swedish-American "Space Invasion of Lapland" tonight has
world premiere in the province. It will be at the same time in 
Luleå, Boden, Kiruna and Malmberget. It´s partly a horror film 
with ghastly space monsters and has been shot near Abisko. 
The Sami contribution is by the Laps around Kiruna. The film is 
produced by the Swedish company Fortunafilm I cooperation 
with American Unger films, Hollywood, and is distributed by 
Irisfilm inc.

The theatre ad for it said "Shot entirely in Lapland" which 
wasn't true - but most outdoor scenes were shot there - 
and it was shown for at least five days. But I found no 
other cinema ads about the film, nothing in Stockholm for 
instance, so it probably didn't reach a wide audience.
  Except as a distorted half of a double feature in American
drive-in theatres...

The monster was played by a tall Swedish journalist. In Svensk
Filmdatabas we read:

Lars Åhrén, Gothenburg journalist, a 2 metre man and co-owner of the film
company made the monster which in the film through tricks reaches six metres.
He is always scared every time its time fo film. It takes four hours to put mask and
everything on, its sticky, and sticks firmly to the skin and he hates it it passion. He
looks hopelessly timid and the full horrifying proportions are not reached until he
down on the ice of Torne träsk bends himself over the Lap village they have built
there in one third scale.

But we're not finished yet. It must have been after the American version
with extra scenes were shot. Someone thought the film must be made a
little bit more spicy, and shower scenes had just become popular thanks to
one Alfie Hitchcock... Dagens Nyheter writes May 11 1960:

The American film star Barbara Wilson explains she
had a shock when first watching the Swedish-American
film "Terror in the Midnight Sun". But it wasn't due to
the horror scenes...but a scene showing here bathing
nude. Barbara says a stand-in must have been used
and that the episode was recorded afterwards.
Because of this she has sued the production company
Hertz-Lion Productions and demands 150 000 dollar in
damage and a ruling that the scene shall be removed.

It was a shower scene, according to Google the
one on the right.
  Mountain skiing in golden sunlight, furry monsters from space, exotic Laps 

and reindeers, nudity! How could this masterpiece have failed to be a smash hit?

Next to land on the Moon will be the Three Musk-eteers!



Finally, already before
the Space Race began,
it was covered by the
famous space reporter
and author Eugen
Semitjov, as in his full-
pager in Aftonbladet
August 11, 1955, "The
New Moon"¨:

Ike has given green light
for space flight. An
artificial moon will circle
Earth in two years.
Unmanned but having
instruments reporting
about the block void via
radio and TV. You can
only guess what this new
partner to Earth will look
like. Probably a cone, the
tip of a stage rocket.
Construction and launch
costs 10m USD. This is
how: A three stage rocket
powered by nitric acid and
hydrazine rises with a
thundering fire tail. A
minute later the first stage
is empty. It is jettisoned
and falls to Earth with a
big parachute. At that time
engines of the second
stage starts. Finally it is
also jettisoned, the rocket
tip continues by itself and
reaches the "magic circle"
ca 450 km up, speed
being 29400 km/h and it
continues on at this
altitude without falling
back. One orbit in 90
minutes. Earth has gained
a new moon. The satellite
instruments go into action.
TV cameras give the
receiving station pictures
of any point on Earth.
Other instruments
transmit data on cosmic radiation, sun radiation, meteor frequency, etc by radio. In a few days we'll learn what 
would otherwise would take ages. Years pass and then man is ready for the next step in space. Manned 
rockets take us to a satellite harbour. They connect together to a makeshift space station. More material is 
launched to make a real space base (below left) as a huge ring, which can have a big crew and act as a 
supply store for further journeys into space. To the Moon, to Mars and Venus. But there's a long way to go - 
very long. (In the pic: Only the tip of the big rocket conquers gravity, 1st and 2nd stages fall to Earth after 
consuming huge amounts of fuel. Dotted line shows the way to orbit while section upon section falls off. When 
3rd section reaches its goal arms fold out. An energy collecting sun mirror in the aft, antennas on the side, tip 
falls off and leaves the view for a TV camera. - Sun mirror, Antenna, TV camera, Satellite orbit - He signals 
green light for space flight.) Drawing and text: Eugen Semitjov
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Much is happening in the corona world, but it's hard to know what is fake or true news. There are lies,
damn' lies and corona statistics. Some goes to great lengths to write off corona deaths as something 
else (statistics from China and Russia looks less than reliable and in the US there are 50 states 
making a mess of all figures). Some misses corona deaths outside hospitals, ie at homes or in care 
homes. Others do both! I'm pretty sure that the Swedish statistics are very reliable, us being fanatics 
about population headcount since the medieval church books, having founded the statistics agency in
1749, creating the world's first "person number" system in 1947. Claimed statistics for some or many 
countries about the corona epidemic should be increased with 30-70% for missed deaths, I'm sure.

  As I observed in previous issue, the only reliable statistics
are "excessive deaths", since the mortality numbers are 
virtually identical from year to year for the same periods 
and there's no room for opinions about cause of death. 
The diagrams at https://www.euromomo.eu/graphs-and-
maps insists on showing the Swedish excessive deaths 
being spectacularly unsurprisingly about average, below 
England but comparable to Switzerland.
   I see some headlines in foreign press about "lax corona 
policies" causing "disaster" over here. But hospitalisations 
are a fraction of the peak in April, figures are 20-30 
fatalities/day, according to the Public Health Agency barely
different from an ordinary flu epidemic. Sweden have more
deaths than the closest neighbours, true, but we had much
more initial spreaders, especially in the capital, and they 

had a total lockdowns. The weeks around the February-March shift 1 million Stockholmers returned 
from school breaks and vacations! If you lock everyone up you temporarily freeze the epidemic, but 
it's hard to 100% stamp it out. New Zealand thought they had smashed the bug but saw new cases 
popping up. Germany did pretty well, but saw the R rate just go from below 1 to 2.88 (reproduction 
rate, one here infects 2.88 others). Headlines falsely claim Swedish infections are rising. No, testing 
has just tripled so you find more. "Confirmed" or "registered" cases is just a measurement of how 
much you test and tests are now open to anyone in Stockholm. Certain "news" reports seem more 
like attempting to vindicate your local stricter measures. The totals in Sweden includes deaths with 
corona, many not from corona. Our generous definition is that any death where the patient have been
tested positive at least 30 days before is included no matter cause of death - deaths from corona are 
probably, say, 30% lower.
  As for herd immunity, we're getting interesting news about why it seems to come so slow. Latest 
figure is that 17% in Stockholm have antibodies , but it could be because 80% are already immune! 
We read in https://medicalxpress.com/news/2020-06-coronavirus-population-infected.html 

  Data from military ships and cities such as Stockholm, New York and London also suggest that infections 
have been around 20% - much lower than earlier mathematical models suggested. This has led to speculation
about whether a population can achieve some sort of immunity to the virus with as little as 20% infected... The 
Swedish public health authority announced in late April that the capital city, Stockholm, was "showing signs of 
herd immunity"...speculation about "immunological dark matter", a type of pre-existing immunity that can't be 
detected with SARS-CoV-2 antibody tests. Antibodies are produced by the body's B-cells in response to a 
specific virus. Dark matter, however, involves a feature of the innate immune system termed "T-cell mediated 
immunity". T-cells are produced by the thymus and when they encounter the molecules that combat viruses, 
known as antigens, they become programmed to fight the same or similar viruses in the future. Studies show 

Euromomo shows excessive deaths these 
last months. No-lockdown Sweden is about 
average.

https://medicalxpress.com/news/2020-06-coronavirus-population-infected.html
https://www.euromomo.eu/graphs-and-maps
https://www.euromomo.eu/graphs-and-maps


that people infected with SARS-CoV-2 indeed have T-cells that are programmed to fight this virus. 
Surprisingly, people never infected also harbour protective T-cells, probably because they have been exposed 
to other coronaviruses. This may lead to some level of protection against the virus ... Young people and those 
with mild infections are more likely to have a T-cell response than old people.

  Humans have two immune systems, the innate immune systems with T-cells and the adaptive 
immune system with B-cells. The innate immune system is fast but weaker and has a rough idea of 
what might be dangerous so it can attack it. It can't handle every danger so the adaptive immune 
system then has to kick in. It adapts to dangerous pathogens and microbes with antibodies, 
something that takes a little time. And now it seems that in 80% of the population corona can be 
killed off already by the innate immune system. The adaptive immune system which is the one 
leaving antibodies isn't activated. Why this is the case may have genetic causes. This also explains 
why for 80% the virus gives no or weak symptoms. The virus barely manages to get going before the 
innate immune system kills it. In the elderly the innate immune system is weakened, while children 
and adolescents have stronger innate immune systems, which explains different effects over ages.
  This means that tests will only be able to find antibodies in a maximum of 20% of the population, no 
matter how much you test. And that means that if 17% of Stockholmers carry antibodies, the latest 
figure, its almost everyone who can have them so herd immunity should be here with a good margin. 
80% are immune through the innate immune system, 17% through antibodies - 97% in total.
  I haven't seen this much discussed but if growth of antibody count continues to be slow, I think the 
innate immune system's ability to crack corona
will become more apparent. There are tests to
discover if the innate immune system is corona
resistant, but they aren't used. They only look for
antibodies. It'll be interresting to see if more
comes out of this.
  One possible conclusion is that the corona virus
may have already infected many more than we
think without leaving any trace. In that case, the
epidemic should soon fade away and the
Swedish strategy against the virus has probably
wiped out any second wave. Now, how about the
economy?
  While the Swedish economy has been far from
"saved" the effects have been milder. The finance
minister claims Swedish GDP will shrink with
"only" 6, perhaps 7 percent, mostly due that our
important export markets will have huge drops.
This is around half the GDP losses expected elsewhere. And without a lockdown a lot of long-term 
social, psychological and for kids educational damage will be milder. One thing pointed out is that 
there will be deaths from other diseases, because operations and treatments have been postponed 
and patients have been afraid to contact the health services, thinking they'd just contract corona 
there. A British health scientists feared that cancer deaths could increase by 50 000 in a year in the 
UK, because of delayed treatment! 
  If it's true that 80% of the population is already immune, I think the corona virus has to a high 
degree has run its course and the epidemic is bound to slow down. If you want to be optimistic, at 
least - and who doesn't! 
  But it's still to early to make a final summary of the corona pandemic. Will there be a vaccine and 
what will the effects of it be? What will the secondary effects be of the pandemic? Effects of the 
queue of cancelled operations and other medical treatments? Remaining unemployment and 



bankruptcies? What about of depressions, domestic violence, suicides? How much will the economy 
bounce back? What happens to travel patterns and international trade? Will hard-line nationalistic 
politics thrive? Mix into this the monumental reactions to the murder - I agree, it was - of George 
Floyd and we have a very, very complicated situation...
  It's a science fiction world.

Stnemmoc Gniliam

  R. Graeme Cameron: You're right. The technocrat centrally planned society doesn't work. As for 
people losing faith in the future, I think one of the reasons is the raise of postmodernist thinking and 
the increased polarisation due to things like identity politics. That's ideologies constantly looking 
perecieved "unjustice", faults, conflicts and scapegoats, and humanity itself becomes the scapegoat. 
About fan history: I already have written a big fandom history book, namely Fandboken ("The 
fandbook") covering the history of Swedish fandom, but to some extent also Nordic, UK and US 
fandom, because Swedish fandom has always been connected with Anglo-Saxon fandom, and 
Denmark, Norway, Finland have always been connected with Sverifandom. It's 950 MB of text with 
over 200 illustrations. Alas, as I now have plenty of more material from the Royal Library it would 
need a major update, but I wonder when I will get time for that.. The recent version came in 2017 and
had required a helluva lot of work!
  William McCabe: Well, as you should have noted, there never was a lockdown over here, and 
restrictions and guiding rules have been rather easy to live with (but cons and fan meetings are 
cancelled). But I have my general corona comments elsewhere in this issue. 1890's football fan 
publications were certainly not the first fanzines. Amateur publications of all kinds have almost always
existed, since the spread of the printing press and it probably increased in the late 1800s when the 
mimeograph came about. But there weren't fanzines. Not only because they weren't called "fanzines"
but also because they lacked some traits I think are unique for the fanzines of sf fandom. Shortly: 1) 
Not attempting to be amateur copies of professional publications, but publications finding their own 
style. 2) A close relationship between editors and reader, they write LoCs, contribute, correspondence
begins. 3) Not being associated with any company, group, association or organisation with much 
money, and thus being done on a shoestring budget, usually counting on a loss. This for instance 
facilitates the tradition of trading (something we don't see with other amateur publications). Not all 
fanzines adhere to all this to 100%, but a lot of it applies.
  StarWolf: Hm, I find it difficult to comment your texts, because for me they stand out as a bit 
introvert and the focus of them floats around. So read, no comments. (It's easier to get comments if 
you make a statement of some sort of opinion and then discuss that, or if you discuss a topic of the 
day...or in the worst case say something controversial!)
  Garth Spencer: In the beginning (say February) I didn't take corona too seriously. But then the little 
bug grew. In early March I began seeing it would probably make the Swecon in late March 
impossible, even before there was a formal ban on gatherings above 500, later 50. And then I saw all 
events I usually attend (lectures, seminars, galleries etc) cancelled. From at least mid March I could 
see the corona epidemic was getting massive, and as I often am a bit of a news junkie I've tried to 
follow all things happening - remember my corona diary two issues ago! As for sf and fandom and 
related stuff, I have of course much more from the newspaper archive and since I think the material 
may be historically interesting I'll send it to selected outside the APA. So...you guys, if you read this, 
EAPA welcomes and actually needs more members! Join! You only need to write something mildly 
interesting and hit the "Save as PDF" command. Ask me for more info or 
garth.van.spencer@gmail.com. You're isolated and bored during the epidemic anyway, aren't you!

I'm very font of you, the graphic designer said to the girl...
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